This paper proposes a new copula-based approach to test for asymmetries in the dependence structure of financial time series. Simply splitting observations into subsamples and comparing conditional correlations leads to spurious results due to the well-known conditioning bias. Our suggested framework is able to circumvent these problems. Applying our test to market data, we statistically confirm the widespread notion of significant asymmetric dependence structures between daily changes of the VIX, VXN, VDAXnew, and VSTOXX volatility indices and their corresponding equity index returns. A maximum likelihood method is used to perform a likelihood ratio test between the ordinary t-copula and its asymmetric extension. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first empirical implementation of the skewed t-copula to generate meta skewed student t-distributions. Its asymmetry leads to significant improvements in the description of the dependence structure between equity returns and implied volatility changes.
Introduction
This study uses copula theory to construct a likelihood ratio based test for asymmetric dependence structures. As an application, we confirm the well-known empirical property of rising dependence between daily changes of implied volatility and equity market returns during periods of financial market turmoil. This is shown for CBOE's implied volatility index VIX, the VXN, Germany's VDAXnew, and the VSTOXX and daily returns of their corresponding equity indices. The dynamics of option implied volatility has been widely studied (see e.g. Fleming, Ostdiek, and Whaley (1995) , Moraux, Navatte, and Villa (1998), Whaley (2000) , Blair, Poon, and Taylor (2001) , Simon (2003) ), and Corrado and Miller (2005) .
One of the main findings is that in periods of heightened equity market volatility, correlations between returns and implied volatility changes increase in magnitude.
The usually applied approach to test for unstable correlations is to condition the estimated correlation coefficient on ex post realizations of equity market returns.
An implementation of this research design comprises several drawbacks, however.
First, Boyer, Gibson, and Loretan (1999) , Longin and Solnik (2001) , Forbes and Rigobon (2002) , as well as Ang and Chen (2002) note that conditional correlation is highly nonlinear in the volatility of the returns on which it is conditioned. This finding became known as the "conditioning bias". For illustration purposes, consider the simple introductory example of Boyer, Gibson, and Loretan (1999) : Let x and y be two normally distributed univariate random variables with means µ x and µ y , respectively, standard deviations of σ x and σ y , and a correlation coefficient of ρ xy (= σ xy /σ x σ y ). Using a Cholesky decomposition, these can be written 
Inserting ( 
As such, simply splitting samples of ex post return realizations can yield to misleading results, due to the dependence of ρ A on V ar(x | x ∈ A).
Second, the empirical estimation of the conditional correlations causes serious biases. Its results are severely dependent upon the point of the sample split.
With the cut-off frontier moving further into the tails of the distribution, fewer observations are included in the estimation and the weight of single outliers might distort the estimation. Conversely, moving the cut-off frontier towards the core of the distribution sharply increases the observation number. Yet, the correlation coefficient is now dominated by the bulk of the observations in the center and is unable to capture the behavior of the dependence pattern in the tails.
Finally, it is a well-known fact that empirical distributions of financial market variables such as equity returns or interest rates typically exhibit strong nonGaussian features. They are usually leptokurtic and skewed with one heavy and one Gaussian-like tail.
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Using correlation coefficients to measure dependence is only appropriate when the joint distribution of the time series is multivariate normal and therefore cannot properly account for these patterns.
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Several authors have proposed methods to circumvent these problems. for example, implement an asymmetric GARCH model with time-varying volatilities and constant correlation. They conclude that these specifications cannot 1 See, e.g. Aas and Haff (2006) . 2 See, e.g. Embrechts, McNeil, and Straumann (2002) . 3 See, e.g. Koutmos and Booth (1995) , Fortin and Kusmics (2002) , and the references therein.
properly account for the asymmetry in the dependence structure. Longin and Solnik (2001) use multivariate extreme value theory. Ang and Bekaert (2002) , and Das and Uppal (2004) implement regime-switching models for modeling timevarying dependence patterns in the time series. All of these studies reject symmetric correlation patterns in equity return time series.
The first contribution of this paper is a formal test for asymmetric dependence patterns in multivariate distributions. As copulas isolate the dependence pattern from the marginal distributions, we are able to alleviate the biases deriving from the conditioning of observations. An attractive feature of our methodology is that it is not specific to any model of the marginal time series processes and therefore to the marginal distributions. The idea is simple: We fit a skewed t-copula by pseudo maximum likelihood independently of the univariate marginal time series models.
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Setting all its skewness parameters equal to zero results in the ordinary t-copula as a special case. A pseudo likelihood ratio test between the skewed t-copula and its symmetric counterpart therefore provides a simple tool to test for asymmetric dependence structures.
The specification of the skewed student t-distribution we apply in our framework is mentioned by Prause (1999) , Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2001), Jones and Faddy (2003) , and Menca and Sentana (2004) . Little, however, is known about its behavior in practical situations. Aas and Haff (2006), and Hu (2006) outline its first empirical implementations for risk management applications. Demarta and McNeil (2005) derive its copula. To the best of our knowledge, our study constitutes the first implementation of its copula to generate meta skewed student t-distributions. The estimation procedure is based on an augmented version of the EM algorithm outlined in Demarta and McNeil (2005) , and McNeil, 4 The likelihood is called "pseudo" as it is conditioned on the time series models of the univariate marginal distributions. Genest, Ghoudi, and Rivest (1995) prove the consistency and asymptotic normality of the copula parameter estimators if the data sample is iid. Also see, among others, Demarta and McNeil (2005) .
Frey, and Embrechts (2005).
The empirical contribution of this paper is to apply our framework to test for asymmetric dependence patterns in the dynamics between the VIX, VXN, VDAXnew, and VSTOXX implied volatility changes and the returns of their corresponding equity indices. Our concept is related to GARCH type models with asymmetric conditional volatility distributions. These specifications have become popular in the literature during the past decade. The connection to our setting can intuitively be seen in equation (3). Introducing skewness increases the conditional variance in the tails. This in turn leads to higher absolute conditional correlation values. The main disadvantage of these settings is the close connection between the shapes of the univariate distributions and the dependence structure. Using copula theory, we are able to separate the variance distribution from the dependence structure.
Our findings strongly confirm the general impression of rising negative dependence between both time series during equity market turmoils.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the construction principle of our test for asymmetric dependence structures. The subsequent Section 3 provides an empirical implementation to test for rising dependence between daily S&P 500 equity returns and VIX level changes. Section 4 concludes. The EM algorithm to estimate parameters of the skewed t-copula is illustrated in the Appendix.
A Model to Test for Asymmetric Conditional Dependence
This section develops a copula-based framework to test for asymmetry in the dependence structure between two random variables. For excellent introductions into this topic, we recommend Joe (1997), Nelsen (1999), and Embrechts, McNeil, and Straumann (2002) .
Our suggested setting is similar to the bivariate GARCH models of Patton (2006), Jondeau and Rockinger (2001), and Hu (2006) . It is most related to that of Fortin and Kusmics (2002), who found co-movements of extreme stock return pairs.
We fit parametric copula families using a two-stage procedure, as proposed in Oakes (1994), Genest, Ghoudi, and Rivest (1995) , and Shih and Louis (1995) .
This approach comprises the transformation of univariate time series into uniformly distributed vectors. Then, the dependence parameters are estimated by the maximization of a pseudo log-likelihood function.
The general idea of the test does not depend on a specific model for the univariate marginal processes. For ease of exposition, we estimate auto-regressive GARCH(1, 1) models for the time series of equity index returns, and volatility index level changes. Consider a d-dimensional time series sample of length T .
Specify for each univariate time series j ∈ {1, ..., d} the model
whereε j,t follows an iid student t-distribution with ν j degrees of freedom, i.e. 
where
denotes the copula density and θ the collection of parameters required to determine the dependence structure.
As already mentioned, our study applies the student t and the skewed t-copula.
For a brief outline of both dependence patterns, we consider their mixture representations.
is said to follow a t-distribution with ν degrees of freedom, if
where Z ∼ N (0, Σ), and W is independent of Z, satisfying ν/W ∼ χ 2 ν . The d-dimensional t-distribution can be written as
where Γ denotes Euler's Gamma Function.
A random vector X has a skewed t distribution if
where Z ∼ N (0, Σ), and W has the inverse gamma distribution
The corresponding distribution function can be written as
K λ denotes the modified Bessel function of the third kind. The normalizing constant c is defined as c = 2
Due to the strict monotonicity of the (skewed) t-distribution, we can infer the d-dimensional copula function applying Sklar's Theorem by
denotes the inverse student t distribution function. Note that (8) nests the student t dependence structure as γ → 0. The Gaussian case is obtained by additionally letting ν → ∞.
With this setting we can control for tail dependence by altering the degrees of freedom. Furthermore, we are able to account for asymmetries in the dependence structure by varying the skewness vector γ. A simple "pseudo likelihood ratio test" between the ordinary t-copula and its generalization is able to test for the significance of these asymmetries.
3 The Asymmetric Dependence Structure Between Volatility Index Level Changes and Equity Index Returns
There has been a large amount of empirical research investigating the rising return dependence of different equity markets during periods of financial market turmoil.
This section highlights a comparable, yet negative, relationship between volatility indices and their "underlying" equity indices which was first mentioned by Whaley (2000) .
Data
Data for this study are distributed over several time periods and equity markets.
Our observations of daily VIX closing levels and returns of its corresponding S&P 500 index spread from January 2 equity market downturns. The clustering of observations is less tight in the tails than in the core of the distribution. Therefore, calculated correlation coefficients might be distorted, especially due to positive outliers of volatility index level changes.
[Please insert Figure 1 around here]
Daily volatility index closing levels and the corresponding equity log-returns are displayed in Figure 2 . In Figure ( [Please insert Figure 2 around here]
Descriptive statistics of all sample time series are given in Table 1 . Regarding equity index log-returns, we find mean and median values to be of very small magnitude. Skewness parameters are typically negative, ranging from -0.085 for the DJ Euro STOXX 50 to -0.252 for DAX returns. An exemption from this finding is the positive skewness of 0.105 for Nasdaq 100 returns during our sample period. Jarque-Bera and augmented Dickey-Fuller tests can be rejected for all four time series to a significance level of one per cent.
[Please insert Table 1 The characteristic polynomial of their processes typically has a root close to unity. Therefore, their processes are frequently referred to be "near-integrated". This is confirmed by our sample: Table 1 outlines the statistics of augmented Dickey-Fuller tests for implied volatility index closing levels. Although they can be rejected for the VIX and DAX series to a level of one per cent, the statistics are very close to the 1% critical values.
The corresponding test for VXN and VSTOXX closing levels cannot be rejected with p-value of 0.203 and 0.018, respectively. Therefore, we use implied volatility level changes for our study rather than closing levels.
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Descriptive statistics for these time series are also outlined in 
Estimating the Asymmetry in the Dependence Pattern
Before we turn to the implementation of our copula test, we estimate the correlation structure of return exceedances. These are defined with cut-off frontiers ϑ.
Subsamples for the calculation of conditional correlations include all observations
The estimated values are illustrated in Figure 3 .
[Please insert Figure 3 around here]
The four time series pairs display very similar patterns. Correlation coefficients are severely dependent upon ϑ. In addition, as can be seen for high absolute equity return values, correlations become more erratic with higher absolute values of ϑ. This is mainly due to outliers distorting calculations. The structure of return exceedance correlations is typically asymmetric. Moving into the distribution tails, ρ ϑ rises in a steeper manner for positive equity returns. This seems counterintuitive at first sight. The positive skewness of volatility index changes in combination with negative third moments of equity returns should lead to higher conditional variances and therefore to faster reductions of absolute correlation figures for negative values of ϑ. Yet, the behavior of correlation coefficients for negative equity returns can be explained by the existence of positive outliers in volatility changes. They lead to the calculation of distorted and very negative correlation coefficients. Regarding these aspects, one cannot gauge the magnitude of asymmetric dependence patterns by simply comparing empirical conditional correlations.
In order to circumvent these problems we implement the copula-based test for dependence asymmetries outlined in the previous section. The estimated parameters of the marginal time series models introduced in (4) are provided in Table 2 .
[Please insert Table 2 around here] Figure 4 illustrates the empirical joint distribution mapped into the unit square by inverting the residuals of (4). The high concentration of concurrent extreme values is clearly observable for all four time series pairs. This is especially true for the upper-left tails.
[Please insert Figure 4 around here]
Tail dependence, although a widespread concept, is an asymptotic quantity.
Therefore, we calculate the empirical ratios
for u = 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2. For tackling the dependence structure in the lower-right tail, we analogously determine
where u = 0.8, 0.9, and 0.95. These can be interpreted as "empirical joint conditional quantile exceedance probabilities".
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They are outlined in Table 3 .
9 See, e.g. Demarta and McNeil (2005) .
[Please insert Table 3 around here]
Empirical quantile exceedance probabilities of the upper-left tail are up to 7.1 times higher than their corresponding lower-right values. The magnitudes of the differences are stated in brackets. In order to gauge their significance, we fit the student t-copula and its skewed generalization. We then perform a likelihood ratio test between both dependence patterns as outlined in the previous section.
Obtained results are presented in Table 4 .
[Please insert Table 4 around here]
The high concentration of observations in the tails which is also shown in Figure 4 translates into very low degrees of freedom values ranging between 3.06 and 5.59
for the student t-copula and between 6.30 and 7.24 for its asymmetric counterpart.
ν is slightly lower for the student t-copula for all four time series pairs. This might be due to the fact that the dependence structure of the skewed t-distribution is This is confirmed by the information criteria of Akaike and Schwarz. Both lead to the rejection of the student t-copula in favor of its skewed generalization for all four dependence structures.
We conclude that the dependence between equity index log-returns and implied volatility level changes is significantly higher in case of market downturns.
Conclusion
We use copula theory to test for asymmetric dependence structures between daily changes of the VIX, VXN, VDAXnew, and VSTOXX volatility index changes and their corresponding equity index returns. As a first contribution, we propose a likelihood ratio test that is able to control for both tail dependence and asymmetries in dependence structures. The idea is simple and easy to implement.
Conditional on an ordinary AR-GARCH model for the univariate marginal distributions, we fit a skewed t-copula as outlined in Demarta and McNeil (2005).
As this dependence structure entails the ordinary t-copula as a special case, a simple likelihood ratio test serves to test for asymmetry in the dependence pattern of the joint distribution.
Applying our framework to empirical data, we find that the negative dependence between daily equity returns and level changes of implied volatility significantly increases during periods of equity market turmoil. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first empirical implementation of the skewed t-copula to generate meta skewed t-distributions. Our estimation is based on a slightly modified version of the EM algorithm by Demarta and McNeil (2005) . Its application leads to significantly better empirical fits in the description of the dependence pattern between equity returns and implied volatility changes. (2005) is specified to estimate a skewed t-distribution of X. Hu (2006) proposes to directly fit the distribution. In contrast, we explicitly determine the parameter values out of the empirical rank distributionF (u) in order to allow for "meta-skewed t-distributions", whose marginals may differ in functional form.
Second, in contrast to Demarta and McNeil (2005) , the so-called "E step" of our algorithm comprises a numerical maximization of the conditional log-likelihood by altering ν in order to avoid dependence upon the numerical accuracy of derivative parameters.
Following Demarta and McNeil (2005), we denote
) to be the copula of a d-dimensional skewed t d ν,0,P,γ (X) distribution, with P being a correlation matrix. In general, the skewed t-distribution can be written as
The resulting density function is specified by
The variable X has the law of an inverse Gamma distribution Ig(α, β) if it follows the density function
where x > 0, α > 0, and β > 0.
with K λ denoting the modified Bessel function of the third kind. c as the normalizing constant is defined as c = 2
Defining the vector θ = (µ, Σ, γ) the log-likelihood can be written as
The conditional independence between X t and W 1 , ..., W T , ∀t, leads to
This enables us to maximize the two sums separately. The parameters µ, Σ, and γ are separated from the term controlled by ν. Yet, the distribution of W t is latent. As such, in a first step of the EM algorithm, the "E step", we maximize the expectation of the objective function given the observations X 1 , ..., X T and the parameter estimates of algorithm step k, θ
).
In the subsequent step, the "M step", the objective function is maximized by altering the parameters θ.
Define u 1 and u 2 to be the marginal distributions of the bivariate copula C. The algorithm can be specified by the following subsequent steps:
• Set the iteration indicator k = 1. Specify the starting value of ν as ν [1] = 30.
In order to determine the "pseudo sample" X, we invert the univariate distributions u 1 and u 2 by the ordinary symmetric t-distribution t(0, 1, ν
Set µ
= Cov(X), and γ [1] close to the zero vector to specify a distribution close to the symmetric student t specification.
• For convenience, define
For the maximization of the augmented likelihood given W t , t = 1, ..., T , we calculate the auxiliary variables
, and
.
In case of the symmetric t-copula we have instead θ
, and a further auxiliary variable ξ
where ψ denotes the Digamma function.
• Defining ϑ
t and η
t , we can update the parameter estimations by
• In the subsequent "M step", ν
is determined by maximizing the loglikelihood for the skewed t-copula. In the symmetric case, we can numerically solve the equation
t .
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• Set the iteration counter k = k+1 and repeat the entire procedure (omitting step 1) until the likelihood estimation converges up to a pre-specified level.
11 In the case of the skewed t-copula, the EM algorithm by Demarta and McNeil (2005) , ν was also determined by numerically solving
This procedure requires the calculation of
and ξ
t , which depend upon the specification of ∂α. In order to avoid this dependence, we decide to directly determine ν by a gradient method, although this requires more computational effort. 
where X j,t denotes the time-t observation of series j. µ This table illustrates the parameter estimates of the marginal distributions. All univariate processes j are specified as auto-regressive GARCH(1,1) models which can be written as
whereε j,t follows the law of a student t-distribution with ν j degrees of freedom, i.e. ε ∼ tν j (0, 1 This table outlines "empirical joint conditional quantile exceedance probabilities" for daily equity index logreturn time series and daily implied volatility index level differences. They are defined as
for u = 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2. Analogously, 
